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Abstract. Dynamic Web content is increasing in popularity and, by its
nature, is harder to scale than static content. As a result, dynamic Web
content delivery degrades more rapidly than static content under similar
client request rates. Many techniques have been explored for effectively
handling heavy Web request traffic. In this paper, we concentrate on
dynamic content degradation, believing that it offers a good balance
between minimising total cost of ownership and maximising scalability.
We describe an algorithm for dynamic content degradation that is easily
implemented on top of existing mainstream Web application architec-
tures. The algorithm is based on measuring the elapsed time of con-
tent generation. We demonstrate the algorithm’s adaptability against
two traffic request patterns, and explore behavioural changes when vary-
ing the algorithm’s key parameters. We find our elapsed time based al-
gorithm is better at recognising when the server is unloaded, that the
supporting architecture limits the effectiveness of the algorithm and and
that the algorithm must be configured pessimistically for best results
under load.

1 Introduction

An Internet hosting facility routinely maintains a large and heterogeneous collec-
tion of publicly available services. The shared nature of the underlying computing
node in conjunction with the best-effort nature of the Internet public infrastruc-
ture often yields significant delays in processing user requests, especially in the
presence of bursty request cycles or during periods of sustained elevated traffic.

The shared hosting of Web applications and/or services on a single, possibly
clustered, platform implies a strong relationship between the application/service
provider and the administrator of the facility. Part of this relationship is the
guarantee that service should not be disrupted during events such as shortage in
capacity and high fluctuations in demand. Even in the presence of such events,
users should ideally experience an almost regular response from the system.
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One approach to overcome these problems is to over-provision computing
resources in the facility, typically by supplying several duplicated machines that
share requests through some load balancer. This solution is not only costly, but
also requires increased configuration and administration efforts.

Multiple other ways exist to address the above problems. One of them, widely
used in telecommunications, is to apply denial of service when demand goes be-
yond designated capacity limits. Another possibility is to create digital islands
of caching, fashioned after Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), in order to dis-
seminate Web content.

Web content degradation is yet another approach to scaling Web content
delivery. To date, research has mostly been focused on static and multimedia
Web content in the form of degrading image and video quality under load. Very
little has emerged for dynamic Web content, despite its growing usage. The
research we report here is a first attempt at implementing graceful dynamic
Web content degradation at a single server using a simple control feedback loop.

The main objectives of our work are: (i) to determine if benefits associated
with the proposed method for dynamic Web content degradation outweigh the
overhead introduced; (ii) to investigate the behavioural changes when altering
the key parameters of our proposal; and (iii) to examine the impact of differing
high user request patterns on a given service.

To achieve these objectives, we start by defining a simple and pragmatic
framework for measuring service adequacy. We then propose a service degrada-
tion method based on a selector of service provisioning approaches parameterised
by two tunable thresholds.

In order to evaluate this proposal, we undertook a prototyping effort on a
cluster of machines and conducted experiments corresponding to different op-
erating settings of an Internet hosting facility, under two patterns of service
requests: steady and periodic. The experimental results show that our proposal
increases service adequacy and sheds light on the impact of varying the key
parameters of our proposed method.

This paper extends the approach described in [1]. Here, we introduce a
memory-intensive type of content delivery to complement the CPU-intensive
type described in our first publication. We also introduce the modification of
key parameters in the approach selector algorithm with this paper.

Section 2 discusses prior work on scalability of service provision. Section 3
and Section 4 successively present the proposed service adequacy metrics and the
technique for controlled service degradation. Section 5 describes the experimental
environment while Section 6 presents experimental results. Finally, Section 7
concludes.

2 Background

When delivering static content such as basic HTML pages, network bandwidth
is typically the bottleneck [2]. For dynamic Web content delivery, the resource
bottleneck typically shifts to the CPU (see [3], [4], [2] and [5]).
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Given that static content changes infrequently, basic Internet infrastructure
allows caching of the content ‘closer to the user’ (via reverse-proxy caching,
Web browser caching, CDNs, edge servers, etc.). This allows a degree of scala-
bility by spreading bandwidth consumption amongst a set of remotely located
caches. Resource management for bandwidth under heavy load has also been in-
vestigated and approaches typically attempt to limit certain types of bandwidth
consumption (see [6] for a comparison of popular approaches) and to implement
controlled degradation of service [7].

In times of extreme load, traditional static content caching techniques can be
augmented with more active approaches to better meet demand [8]. Peer-to-peer
caching schemes [9], adaptive CDNs [10], and cooperative networking models
(where clients act as proxy cache servers to newer clients) [2] are examples of
approaches to mitigate the effects of heavy request loads for static Web content.

As the Internet continues to grow, there is strong evidence that dynamic
content is becoming more prevalent [11]. When attempting to scale delivery of
dynamic Web content, the application of caching is less applicable. Basic Inter-
net infrastructure offers limited support for caching results to dynamic queries,
simply because it can make no guarantees on what future response might be.

Data update propagation [3], Active query caching [12] and Macro pre-
processing of HTML [13] are examples of dynamic content caching. However,
the applicability of dynamic content caching is limited (see [14] and [15]). Hence,
minimising the resource requirements of dynamic Web content during times of
heavy load should also be considered when caching is inappropriate.

Graceful service degradation is not a new concept, at least in terms of static
Web pages (see [16] and [17]), the delivery of multimedia (e.g. [18]) and time-
constrained neural networks (e.g. [19]). Dynamic Web content degradation, how-
ever, has only recently been catered for by a small number of adaptive Web
architectures. These architectures range from using content degradation as the
primary resource management technique across several nodes [20] through to
using content degradation alongside a suite of other adaptive service provision
techniques [21].

This paper explores using a “single server” method for dynamic content
degradation, using a popular, existing Web application server. We do this to
minimise the interdependence between varying pieces of Web infrastructure and
to discover what limitations may exist when using popular existing architec-
tures. We use user-perceived quality of service as our guide, and choose elapsed
time of content generation to trigger decisions on when a service must alter its
behaviour in delivering content (see [22] and [23]). We draw on these works to
determine an appropriate target for elapsed time of responses, and as support
for using content degradation for scaling dynamic Web content. We argue that
the server is thus more closely aligned to its end-users in how quality of service
is being judged.

Certain parallels exist between our proposal and the automatic Quality of
Service (QoS) control mechanisms proposed by Menascé and Mason [24]. Their
approach, however, involves modifying the configuration of the application/Web
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server, which usually cannot be done at runtime as required in case of sudden
capacity overflow. In contrast, we focus on what the application developer may
do without modifying the underlying server’s configuration or API.

3 Measuring Service Adequacy

We supply a more rounded discussion of what we mean by adequacy in [1], but
condense the discussion here to just those points needed to make the paper
self-contained. A response to a given Web request is adequate if the response is
returned to the client within one second of receiving the request. For a response to
be adequate, the total end-to-end response time [25] must be under one second.
The degree of adequacy that a particular set of measured results has is the
percentage of adequate responses delivered for the total measured requests sent,
and is concerned only with message latency.

We chose this one-second limit based on human–computer interface research
showing that any human–computer interaction taking over a second is a notice-
able delay [26]. We could vary this limit for specific circumstances. For example,
it may need to be smaller for each machine that delivers a composite response
for content to an end user. It could be much larger if the client waiting on the
response is a machine, and not prone to boredom.

The nature of the content being delivered might also matter. There is evi-
dence (see [26] and [27]) suggesting that the more cognitive effort a user must put
into completing a task, the longer they expect to wait for a response. Users are
also willing to wait longer for a response if there is obvious visual feedback on the
progress being made [23]. Our experiments attempt to simulate the delivery of
an average Web page, requiring little cognitive effort from the user from a server
whose preference is to deliver all content for a given URL within a time-frame
such that the user will not feel that they have waited.

Our measure of adequacy does not address the softer concerns of possible
user “dissatisfaction” that may arise with a less “complete” service provision.

4 Design Considerations

We assume that for processing a given type of request, there are multiple ap-
proaches available, each with its own expected system execution time. When
request traffic is low, more CPU effort can be devoted to each request, and a
heavier approach is used. Conversely, when traffic at the server is high, a lighter
approach is executed in an attempt to reduce load on the server and maintain
an acceptable response time. Approaches are statically ranked during servlet ini-
tialisation in order of expected system time execution from heaviest to lightest.1

1 We have not yet attempted to automatically rank approaches at initialisation.
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4.1 The Approach Selector

The approach to be used is determined by an approach selector as illustrated in
Fig. 1 and is implemented as a Java servlet filter. The approach selector assumes
that a service provider would prefer to use the most costly approach possible
so long as the response is timely and expects the approaches to be ranked as
described above.

Fig. 1. The Approach Selector

The approach selector, at a given point in time, is pointing its cursor at the
current approach. The current approach is used to process incoming requests.
The approach selector delegates content production to the current approach and
measures the elapsed time the current approach takes to generate and deliver a
response. This elapsed time is then fed into the current approaches time reporter
(discussed below).

The approach selector picks a new approach by querying the reported time
of the current approach and comparing this reported time against the two key
parameters defined below:

upper-time-limit: The maximum elapsed time we desire for a response to be
generated for any received request. Once the reported time of an approach
breaches this limit, the approach selector will point its cursor at the next
cheaper approach, deactivating the current approach. The cheapest approach
is never deactivated, regardless of the degree to which the limit is breached.

lower-time-limit: Once the reported time of an approach drops below this
limit, the approach selector points its cursor at the next, more expensive
approach.

The threshold upper-time-limit differs from the client-time-limit defined ear-
lier, in that it does not take into account time outside the control of the server
(such as communications overhead). Assuming that the communication delay is
modelled as a constant value c, this means that upper-time-limit should be set
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to client-time-limit − c so that degradation occurs when inadequate responses
(in terms of time) are being generated. This is not an unreasonable assumption
to make given our former assumption that CPU consumption is the bottleneck,
even when using the cheapest approach. We will consider a mixed model where
the bottleneck shifts between CPU and bandwidth in future work.

4.2 Application Development Implications

For service degradation to be applicable, several versions of the application pro-
viding the service should be available: a “full-service” version and one or more
“degraded” versions. The need for these multiple versions thus becomes a re-
quirement in the application development process. In order to reduce the costs
of handling this requirement in terms of analysis, design, coding, and testing,
(semi-)automated support can be provided.

In particular, design-level support could be introduced that would allow de-
signers to provide meta-data about the cost and importance of various processing
steps. At the coding level, special directives could be inserted in the dynamic
content generation scripts to indicate, for example, when not to generate certain
sections of a document. The number of possibilities are large and outside the
current scope of this work.

5 Experimental Environment

We designed an experimental environment to study how to deploy an appli-
cation to optimise service delivery using approach selection. The experimental
environment aims to study:

– the overhead associated with approach selection for graceful service degra-
dation, and whether its costs outweighs its benefits

– the importance of the algorithm parameters in optimising the approach se-
lection decision

– the effect of different patterns of traffic being experienced at the server
– what to expect from memory-intensive vs CPU-intensive service provision

in our approach to content degradation.

We choose the URL as the level of granularity for dynamic content degra-
dation. In other words, a number of approaches could be invoked to provide a
response for a given URL depending on the approach selector algorithm.

CPU-intensive content provision is simulated by running a number of loops
and performing a floating point division in each loop. We consider four ap-
proaches (or versions of a service), corresponding to 3000, 1000, 500 or 100 loops
respectively. We use the 3000-loop approach as a baseline.

Memory-intensive content provision is simulated by running a number of
loops and accessing a random element of a 2K block of memory in each loop.
Again, we consider four approaches of 3000, 1000, 500, and 100 loops, with the
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3000-loop approach being the memory-intensive baseline. The idea is to simulate
a service that spends most of its time parsing requests and inserting response
data into templates.

Each experiment is conducted using two request traffic patterns. The first,
namely the “steady” request pattern, corresponds to a server under heavy, con-
stant request pressure. The second, namely the “periodic” pattern, alternates
between one-minute periods of request activity (exceeding the baseline’s ability
to respond adequately) and one-minute periods of zero traffic. This second re-
quest pattern we use to verify that the approach selector is exercising its full
range of approaches for a given URL.

The experiments are carried out on a set of eight dedicated Sun boxes running
Debian Linux on an isolated 100 megabit per second LAN. The testing archi-
tecture relies on a single testing server and a single target server. The testing
server broadcasts UDP messages to synchronise the activity of clients in order to
generate differing request patterns (specifically, to synchronise client machines
for periodic traffic pattern). The target server, a Sparc Ultra-5, 192 MB, runs the
Tomcat 4.1.18 application server, configured to 25 threads, with our approach
selection algorithm.

Two of the test client machines are used to generate sufficient traffic to
ensure the server is close to, but not actually at, the point where it will refuse
incoming connections for the baseline CPU approach. These machines send a
request and once the request is received, will immediately disconnect, generating
the equivalent of a denial of service attack. Early tests verified that Tomcat 4.1.18
will fully process a request (except actually returning the response) of a client
that deliberately breaks a connection early.

The remaining four machines send requests and wait for responses before
sending new requests. The figures reported later have been derived from the
data collected from these four machines. The expectation, when introducing
approach selection, is that it should be able to reduce end-to-end response times,
and allow significantly more timely service responses reported from the four
sampling machines than when run against the baseline.

Experiments are run for one hour each to ensure the receipt of sufficient sam-
pled data. Statistics are not collected for the first 10 minutes of each experiment
to ensure the results are not skewed by warm-up time. We track the end-to-end
response time of each client request and report the percentage that fail to fall
within our client-time-limit of one second.

For both request patterns there is a target number of requests processed
that the approach selector should tend towards. If less requests than the target
are processed, the approach selector may have been overly optimistic about the
workload. Similarly, if more are processed, the approach selector may have been
overly pessimistic about the workload. For the steady request pattern, the target
request number is the number of sampling clients times the number of seconds
in the 50 minute period, which is 4 * 3000, or 12,000 requests. The periodic
pattern spends only 25 minutes of the 50 sending requests, so its target is 6,000
requests.
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Fig. 2. Näıve approach selection using periodic request pattern

6 Experimental Results

We conducted a total of four experiments. The first experiment runs approach se-
lection with a näive setting of key parameters under the periodic request pattern
for both the CPU-intensive and memory-intensive approach types. The second
experiment repeats this setup using the steady request pattern.

In Experiments 1 and 2, the thresholds upper-time-limit and lower-time-limit,
discussed in Sect. 4 are set at 800 and 400 milliseconds (ms) respectively. The
upper-time-limit threshold of 800 ms was chosen as a number within our one
second target with an amount of time (200 ms) set aside to receive and transmit
request and response messages. The 400 ms lower-time-limit was chosen simply
as half of the upper-time-limit. Experiments 3 and 4 are similar to 1 and 2,
varying the upper and lower time limits, in order to determine their effect on
service adequacy under the periodic and steady request patterns respectively.

We display our experimental results as either histograms or bar charts. The
histograms show the response times (in seconds) on the horizontal axis, and
plot on the vertical axis the cumulative percentage of responses sent within a
given response time limit, thereby measuring service adequacy. The percentage
of requests returned in under one second represents our measure of adequacy.
The bar charts, on the other hand, show for each approach (i.e. version of the
service) the percentage of requests that were processed using that approach in
a given experiment.

6.1 Experiment 1: Approach Selection with Periodic Pattern

Fig. 2 shows the results of running approach selection for both memory- and
CPU-intensive approach types with the periodic request pattern. Figure 2(a)
shows the cumulative percentage of responses returned within a number of sec-
onds and places these adequacy results against their respective baselines. Figure
2(b) shows the actual number of requests processed against a given approach
for both approach selection and the baseline. An extra column shows the target
request number the server should tend towards.
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Fig. 3. Näıve approach selection using steady request pattern

For the default time-limit settings of the approach selector, we see that we
achieved an adequacy measure of just under 50% for both approach types. With
respect to throughput, both approach types came much closer to our target
throughput figure than their corresponding baselines, but still fell somewhat
short. Interestingly, a large percentage of the requests were served with the most
costly approach, and many of the extra requests (on top of the baseline number)
were served with the next most expensive approach.

The time-limit values chosen saw the approach selector behave somewhat
overly optimistically. A better result would have been to generate fewer 3000-
loop responses in favour of more 1000-loop responses.

6.2 Experiment 2: Approach Selection with Steady Pattern

Fig. 3 shows the results of running approach selection for both memory- and
CPU-intensive approach types with the steady request pattern. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show the same detail for the steady pattern as Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
did for the periodic pattern.

For the default time-limit settings of the approach selector, again, we see
that we achieved an adequacy measure of just under 50% for both approach
types. With respect to throughput, both approach types fell far short of our
target throughput figure, but were significantly higher than their baselines. Of
striking difference is the response times recorded. The minimum response times
recorded for the the memory and CPU baselines were 14 seconds and 55 seconds
respectively. The difference between the baseline and näive approach selection is
far more pronounced with this request pattern.

In these approach selection results, there was a far more even distribution
of requests across the various approaches. The time-limit values chosen saw the
approach selector again behave overly optimistically. In this case, a better match
of approaches to the request traffic would have seen far more of the smaller
approaches used than what was witnessed.
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Fig. 4. Approach selection with periodic pattern, varying time limits (CPU)

6.3 Experiment 3: Periodic Request Pattern Varying Time Limits

In this section we present CPU approach type results only. Memory results were
consistent with those gained via CPU.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) display adequacy and throughput results for the pe-
riodic request pattern with varying upper and lower time limits. The limits are
reported in the graphs with the upper limit followed by the lower limit.

We see from Fig. 4(a) that changes to the lower-time-limit had a significant
impact on adequacy. Changes to upper-time-limit, however, had no noticeable
impact. Turning our attention to throughput in Fig. 4(b), the lower-time-limit
again makes a significant difference. We note that with a lower-time-limit of 100
milliseconds we processed far more requests than our target of 6000, but that
our adequacy figure did not climb above about 75%.

A smaller lower-time-limit figure forces the approach selector to be more
pessimistic about trying a more costly approach than the one it is currently using.
An initial study of the throughput might suggest that the approach selector was
too pessimistically configured for the request traffic. However, adequacy figures
of only 75% suggest that the approach selector was actually overly optimistic.

There is a period of time between receipt of request and the handing of a
request to the approach selector (which is where the measuring of elapsed time
begins). A significant amount of time can pass between receipt of a request by
the application server and its subsequent processing by the approach selector.

6.4 Experiment 4: Steady Request Pattern Varying Time Limits

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) display adequacy and throughput results for the steady
request pattern using the same time limits as figures 4(a) and 4(b).

Again, we see similar trends. The lower-time-limit has significant impact on
adequacy and throughput, the upper-time-limit far less so. An initial look at
the throughput figures would suggest that a 100 millisecond lower-time-limit is
about right for ensuring that measuring clients are receiving one request per
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Fig. 5. Approach selection with steady pattern, varying time limits (CPU)

second. When we look at adequacy measures, however, again we see that the
adequacy achievable via changing limits is capped and does not do as well as
with the periodic request pattern.

7 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

This paper has demonstrated that the principle of controlled dynamic content
degradation in times of load can deliver significant performance improvement. In
addition the results provide insights for tuning a hosting facility with “capped”
processing ability using content degradation.

We tested a simple, easy-to-implement method for dynamic content degra-
dation using a popular, unmodified application server. As elapsed time is how
an end-user typically judges the quality of a web service offering, our algorithm
also uses elapsed time for decisions in changing server behaviour.

Our algorithm is a simple control loop with the two key parameters we name
the lower-time-limit and upper-time-limit. These limits tell the algorithm when
to try faster or slower approaches to content generation respectively once elapsed
time goes below or above these limits. The smaller we make these values, the
more pessimistic we make the approach selector.

From the results of our experiments, we conclude that:

– varying the lower-time-limit has significant impact: the smaller the limit, the
better the service adequacy and throughput obtained

– varying the upper-time-limit had far less impact on both adequacy and
throughput

– if significant time passes in the application server that is outside of the
period of time measured by the approach selector, very little can be done by
tweaking the parameters of the algorithm to lift the adequacy results further.

To maximise the benefits of our approach selector, we need a supporting en-
vironment that minimises the effort to receive requests and record as accurately
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as possible time of receipt of requests. Perhaps a high-volume front end “request
forwarder” that marks up a request with receipt time before passing on to the
main application server would be appropriate. Without a supporting environ-
ment that offers this, we should err on the side of pessimistically configuring the
approach selector to somewhat compensate for the time the approach selector
cannot measure.

We see a number of possible research directions. Firstly, the inclusion of
further factors into the experimental setup (e.g. I/O and database access) should
be considered.

Secondly, we would like to study the benefits of automatically varying the
values of the thresholds and dynamically changing the approach selection heuris-
tic itself. A secondary control loop on the lower-time-limit may be a good first
step. We envision this requiring a modified application server as outlined above.

Thirdly, we would like to investigate ways in which degrading approaches for
generating content can be obtained with minimal overhead on the application
development process, for example, by extending scripting languages for dynamic
content (e.g. JSP, ASP, PHP) with directives to indicate portions of code to be
skipped in certain times of overload.
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